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OCTOBER 2019 NEWSLETTER VOL. 37 NO. 9
OUR SOCIETY NEEDS YOUR HELP
As noted in the August Newsletter we need
nominations for the Committee and its Executive
to be elected at the AGM on October 19 at 2pm
in Meeting Room 1 of the KHS Headquarters at
799 Pacific Highway, Gordon, NSW 2072. This
is in accordance with our Constitution.
Several office-holders are not re-standing.
Without an Executive KHS cannot legally
function.
The nominations box is now in the Rooms.
You are welcome to speak to a current
Committee member if you have any questions.

SATURDAY October 19
2.00pm ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,
followed by: Growing up in Gordon in the 1950s
Presenter: Warren Dent
After WWII, NSW enjoyed high levels of employment,
access to new foreign markets, substantial overseas
funding, and select government investment. Coupled
with technological innovation, increased mineral
exports, containment of communism and strike actions,
the economy prospered. Most citizens were content.
On Sydney’s north shore, Gordon’s growth eclipsed
that of most other communities. While not as
prestigious as some other northern suburbs, Gordon
became a safe commercial center and offered excellent
residential value for an expanding middle class due to
its convenient access to the city, beaches, schools,
churches, sports, and points west and north.

PLEASE CONSIDER NOMINATING
Editorial Comment
This year three positions are available for President,
Secretary, and Treasurer, with two for Vice President,
and five for ordinary committee members. Our current
President, Treasurer, and Secretary have all decided not
to re-stand. This provides an extraordinary opportunity
for other members to impact the Society’s future
directions by becoming involved in its management and
leadership. The Society is held in high esteem
nationally, recognised for its sponsored books, and
Built Heritage experts. Its incredible researchers and
resource capabilities, including massive databases with
free access, are the envy of many historians.
Without an Executive the Society’s newsletters and
well-loved tours will disappear. Special Interest groups
will meld into the ether. Members no longer will have
the opportunity to hear future speakers with interesting
topics. Volunteers will disband. Announcements of
unique events and activities will cease. The library and
mini museum will fall into disuse.
We need to preserve and enhance what has been
developed over the past 56 years. Not just for the
camaraderie of group meetings and respect for what has
been accomplished by others to date, but as the basis
for a renewed sense of purpose and findings in the
coming digital age.
Be part of an exciting future. Nominate now!

At age 5 Warren Dent moved with his family to Gordon
and lived there for ten happy years. During that time
Warren attended Gordon Infants and Public Schools,
and North Sydney Boys’ High School.
Following degrees in Canberra and Adelaide he earned
a Ph.D. in Econometrics in the USA. After ten
successful years teaching, researching, and consulting
in several US and Australian Universities he took his
problem solving and analytical skills to the private
sector.
At Eli Lilly, American Airlines, and Microsoft he held
positions in marketing, business development, and
executive management. Retired from Microsoft after
20 years’ service he turned to researching and writing
about his family history which involves both free-settler
and convict ancestry. Several books reveal details of
the lineage.
Take a trip down memory lane as Warren personalises
select experiences from his formative years growing up
in Gordon between 1950 and 1960.
Visitors Welcome

Afternoon Tea Available
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SATURDAY October 5
11.00am FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
Mapping multiple ancestral lines on one A4 page!
Presenter: Fran Everingham
How do you choose which ancestral line to research?
Fran Everingham will show how she sacrificed mono
lineal detail for a somewhat poetic broad sweep that
maps and annotates onto one A4 page six family lines
down eight generations and shows each of these
horizontally across similar historical eras.
2.00pm FAMILY HISTORY MEETING
Buried on the Plains of Nebraska
Presenter: Peter Stehn
The true story of how solving a family history research
brick wall led to the discovery of why three of Peter’s
relatives came to be buried on the plains of Nebraska.
Visitors Welcome
Afternoon Tea Available
FUTURE TOUR, Thursday November 7, Tour 5
NSW State Archives and Records, Kingswood
As mentioned in last month’s newsletter we have
brought forward our planned early 2020 visit to the
Archives. This follows recent presentations to the
Family History meeting, and relates to the planned
presentation on October 12 at the upcoming ‘Exploring
the Past’ conference, by Martyn Killion, Director of
Collections, Access and Engagement at State Archives.
Since our last visit in February 2018 there have been
many changes designed to improve and make more
efficient the ways items can be researched, with more
items and series having been added to the database. The
new Collection Search offers filters allowing
researchers to refine their search items in a variety of
ways. Improvements have also been made in the
reading room where requests for records are now
submitted electronically instead of via paper slips.
On arrival we will have the benefit of a talk by an
archive specialist and a tour will be available for guests
who would like to participate. A feature of previous
visits was the helpfulness of the librarians who provide
a great deal of support to visiting researchers.
New barcoded readers’ tickets are now issued as part of
the upgraded process. The Tour Information Sheet,
issued when you book the visit, will update changes to
the readers’ ticket process and advise how to pre-order
research items. Opening booking date is Saturday
October 19 at the KHS rooms from 10am.
Travel will be by community transport bus with picnic
lunch included in the cost of $35 for members and $40
for non-members.
HOW TO NOMINATE FOR A POSITION ON
THE SOCIETY’S COMMITTEE
Applications must be in writing on the appropriate form
available in the office, and must be signed by two
financial members. The form should show consent by
the person nominated and include a short statement
indicating the candidate’s suitability for the position of
interest. October 4 is the last date for submission.

WHO WAS THIS RESIDENT? SEPTEMBER 2019
DR HELEN ALMA NEWTON TURNER AO OBE
Helen Alma Newton Turner, the oldest of three
children, was born May 15, 1908 at Lindfield, NSW to
Alphonse Joseph Newton Turner and Jessie, nee
Bowmaker. From 1927 the family lived at
“Woyonulla” Glen Rd., Roseville – later No.10.

Helen graduated in 1930 from Sydney University as a
Bachelor of Architecture with honours. After spending
a short time in this field, she became more attracted to
a career in statistics and spent time training in the
United Kingdom following this interest.
In 1939 she returned to Australia and joined CSIRO’s
Animal and Production Division as a consulting
statistician. She turned her statistical ability to focus on
sheep breeding, and by 1956 was appointed Leader of
the Animal Breeding Section, Division of Animal
Genetics at CSIRO. In charge of sheep genetics
research, she introduced objective, measurement-based
approaches to sheep breeding, and utilised quantitative
genetics to improve wool quality and output from
Merino sheep. She received her DSc from the
University of Sydney in 1970.
Helen travelled widely within Australia, giving
seminars at universities and other institutions,
participating in short courses, and talking to breeders
wherever possible. She became well known in country
areas, partly through her lecturing, partly for her
broadcasts on the ABC’s Country Hour. Helen
‘officially’ retired in 1973 after providing valuable
techniques for the benefit of the country. She then
travelled overseas to help others with their animal and
food production problems. She died unmarried at
Roseville on November 26, 1995.
AWARDS:
1953 - Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Medal
1974 - Farrer Memorial Medal
1977 - Officer of the Order of the British Empire (OBE)
1980 - FAO Ceres Medal
1985 - Rotary Medal for Vocational Excellence
1987 - Officer of the Order of Australia (AO)
Further reading:
“Women of Ku-ring-gai”
“Encyclopedia of Australian Science”
Many internet entries
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VISIT TO AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL
MARITIME MUSEM, Tour 2, August 22
Exhibition: Bligh - Hero or Villain?
Who was Captain William Bligh? Perhaps you know
of him as a sailor, and for the infamous mutiny on board
the HMS Bounty in 1789. Or maybe you might know
him as the Governor of New South Wales (1806-1810)
who was deposed in the only successful military coup
in Australian history. Or perhaps you have never heard
of William Bligh and do not understand all the fuss!
Fifteen brave KHS members set out to see if they could
determine an answer to the puzzle which is a major
exhibition at Sydney’s fabulous Australian National
Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour. Travel was by
bus and lunch was in the wonderful YOTS Café
alongside the many ‘on water’ marine objects available
for inspection. These include the submarine HMAS
Onslow and the destroyer HMAS Vampire.
The purpose-built exhibition was hosted by a very
helpful guide, Bob, who explained the overall historical
context, after which we were free to read and reflect on
William Bligh’s story.
Tasked with sourcing breadfruit plants from Tahiti and
delivering them to the West Indies to provide food for
the many slaves working in plantations for British
interests, Bligh was given command of HMS Bounty
and set sail from England in December 1787. With a
gold medal serving as a reward, Bligh successfully
collected the breadfruit trees from Tahiti and was on his
way when mutiny struck. Bligh and 18 members of the
crew were abandoned at sea in a small open boat with
only 5 days’ worth of food and water. What was
originally a story of disaster saw the crew survive and
return to England after making their way in the open
boat to Coupang in Dutch East Indies. Their journey is
recognised as one of the most extraordinary feats ever
achieved in sailing.
William Bligh continued his naval career and after
some years he was appointed as the fourth Governor of
New South Wales. He arrived in Sydney in 1806 tasked
with ending the corrupt practices of the New South
Wales Corps. Bligh was a stickler for following rules
and was seen as the perfect person to reinstate good
government. Within months he made great steps to curb
the Corps’ control of the colony. In his second year as
Governor, Bligh was arrested by the Corps. This action,
more commonly known as the Rum Rebellion, was the
first and only time in Australian history that military
power had been successful in overthrowing a
government.
Despite his many achievements, William Bligh was
known for his bouts of rage, and his rigid and tyrannical
leadership style which has not gone down smoothly in
the annals of history. These aspects of his career have
led to the question, thoroughly analysed at the Bligh
Exhibition, relating to Bligh as “Hero or Villain?”
At the end of our tour, we had the opportunity to render

our ‘verdict’ by placing a disk in the appropriate box.
The results of some of our group were as follows:
Hero:
5
Villain:
0
Hero and Villain:
4
Man of His Time:
0
Hero and Man of His Time:
4
Following the tour, we had the opportunity to explore
the museum including the absolutely wonderful
‘Wildlife Photographer of the Year’ exhibition, an
amazing array of wildlife photographs (David
Attenborough would be impressed). This worldwide
competition is held every year in the UK and the
Maritime Museum displays the results afterwards. A
wonderful outing.
MARITIME MUSEUM TOUR FOLLOW-ON
From time to time on KHS tours, particularly those at
exhibitions, our members make very interesting
discoveries about aspects of their knowledge on the
relevant subject.
This was the case with the Bligh tour when Society
member Diana Cumming-Cornwell, in relation to
“Hero or Villain?” wrote “I would have to side with the
Hawkesbury River settlers, who endured not one, not
two, not three, but FOUR floods and were facing
absolute ruin, when Bligh came to their rescue
(providing Government food supplies as farming was
not possible due to the floods). For that reason alone,
he is our Hero. Mind you, the slaves in the West Indies
facing starvation and dying in their hundreds because
of the blockade of food supplies resulting from the
American War of Independence may have felt the same
- their salvation was going to be food in the form of
breadfruit. I had no idea Bligh’s trip was the result of
such a desperate situation and not just a leisurely
economic one.” [Ed. – Unfortunately, most of the
slaves refused to eat the new food.]
On another matter Diana mentioned Captain Francis
Pockley (great grandfather of Brian and John Pockley
of Wahroonga, both killed in action during WWI (see
Rallying the Troops Vol. 111 page 447). “Captain
Pockley was married into Bligh’s daughter’s family
and his father was into whaling. When one of the
whaling ships, ‘Matilda’, was shipwrecked in the South
Pacific, it was Bligh on his way to collect breadfruit for
the second time who saved the lives of the crew.”
FUTURE TOUR DATES
October Monday 28th – Exploring Ku-ring-gai
Mystery Tour. Final offering of this wonderful local
tour. Our guide, former KHS Vice President Jo Harris
OAM, has conducted many Mystery Tours for more
than 700 members and non-members. Yvette Reeve,
and more recently Susan Alder, Patrick Dodd and
Geoff Little have provided administrative support.
November Thursday 7th – Tour 5: State Archives
December Thursday 5th – Tour 6: Brisbane Waters
History & End-of Year Cruise
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FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP
Saturday September 7
11:00am Session
Yvette Reeve opened the meeting and welcomed the 24
members present.
Jenny Joyce spoke about:
• The conference at Knox, how exciting it is going to
be and not to be missed. Registrations are closing
soon
• Our AGM that will be held at the KHS meeting on
Saturday October 19 2.00pm. She encouraged
members to think about sitting on the committee, as
there will be quite a few of the present committee
members not re-standing
• The Volunteer’s lunch which will be held on
September 26 at Meals on Wheels Turramurra and
which still has some spaces
Jo Harris indicated that her last “Exploring Ku-ring-gai
Tour” will be in late October.
Jenny then presented 2 webinars, both from “Find My
Past”.
The first was on “Exploring Parish Records”.
We learnt what records are available and not just what’s
on “Find My Past” (which requires a subscription). Did
you know that up until 1856 people could cross the
border from England into Gretna Green in Scotland and
get married without any banns or parental consent?
From 1856 forward, couples had to reside in Scotland
for 21 days before being allowed to marry, and that
slowed down the number of people travelling to
Scotland to marry. Many marriages today are still held
in Gretna Green.
The second webinar was on “Brick Walls”.
While trying to knock down your brick walls, names,
records and localities are important. Build profiles
beyond birth, marriage and death dates. Search other
record sets. Track other relatives and build their
profiles. The information you need may be where you
least expect it.
TREASURER’S REPORT
During July and August, I have been kept busy banking
our annual fees. So far, we have received $9630 which
is 80% of the fees billed. If you have yet to pay please
do so this month or we will have to assume you will not
be renewing. Fees are the main source of income used
to cover expenses for the rest of the year.
I wish to inform members that I will be resigning from
this position at the AGM so if anyone is interested in
becoming the new Treasurer please contact me at
khsinc@tpg.com and I can give you an understanding
of the work involved.
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Mentie KNOWLES, Wahroonga
Peter J TRIST, Epping

FAMILY HISTORY MEETING
Saturday September 7
2:00pm Session
Yvette Reeve opened the afternoon meeting and
welcomed the 26 members present.
Jenny Joyce reiterated the information from the
morning meeting, and Neil Falconer spoke about
upcoming tours.
Jenny and Lorraine shared some of their experiences at
a three day “DNA Down Under” Conference they
attended. It was enjoyed by them both, but there was a
lot of information to absorb. Lorraine told us that she
had never had one of those OMG moments on meeting
a relative that one didn’t know. But this happened
when she met a third cousin, Mandy, in the coffee shop
at the venue. It turns out Mandy had more information
than Lorraine on one line of their family, so they will
be catching up soon. Lorraine pointed out that this sort
of thing can and does happen at conferences and you
never know what our members could get out of the
upcoming conference at Knox.
Jo Harris mentioned that her last “Exploring Ku-ringgai Tour” will be in late October.
Yvette introduced and welcomed KHS member and
previous KHS speaker Garry Smith to talk about “The
Promise of Better Husbands to Come”
Garry started by explaining some of the Divorce Laws
in Colonial NSW and the inequality of those laws,
particularly for women, the laws being heavily loaded
in favour of men.
His story was about Hannah Barnes, born in England
in 1830. She married William Luxon before the pair
migrated to Australia as free settlers. Hannah had 6
children with her husband in Yass before “eloping”
with a lad named John Garland, a carpenter. Hannah
took one child with her, a baby, and left the other 5 with
her husband, reason unknown. John was charged with
stealing some of William’s carpentry tools, money,
baby clothes, and all of Hannah’s clothes. He was sent
to gaol, but Hannah was never charged.
Hannah was employed as a housekeeper for Ambrose
Alchin Jnr, a widower (great, great uncle of Garry
Smith) and they ended up living together and having
three children as well as the children from his first
marriage. The couple lived for 30 years as husband and
wife. Hannah Alchin’s obituary stated “she was well
and deservedly respected by the whole district where
she resided for 30 years”. Ambrose died 12 years after
Hannah and they are buried together in the same grave.
Even though not legally married, Hannah had found a
better husband.
Neil thanked Garry for his very interesting story.
Yvette closed the meeting and invited everyone to
afternoon tea.
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GENERAL MEETING Saturday August 17
The Dunbar: Sydney’s Shipwreck Tragedy
Beverley Dunstan introduced John Lanser, Barrister
and Solicitor, whose topic was the wreck of the Dunbar
over 160 years ago on South Head in Sydney.
On August 24, 1857 a jury of 13 men gathered at the
King’s Arms, George Street North, to conduct an
inquest on bodies, many unidentifiable, which had been
dragged from the harbour in the preceding 72 hours.
The wreck of the Dunbar would have a traumatic
impact on the young colony.
Four days earlier in a south-easterly gale and poor
visibility, the Dunbar arrived at the entrance to Sydney
Harbour. Captain James Green decided to continue into
the harbour but mistook the direction. There was a cry
of “breakers ahead” and shortly after midnight the ship
was carried against rocks about 600 metres south of The
Gap and began to break up. All 63 passengers and all
but one of the 59 crew perished.
The Signal Station at South Head saw the wreckage the
next morning but the name of the ship was unknown
until a mailbag was washed up with the name
“Dunbar”. A three-masted frigate, the Dunbar was
made of oak and teak and covered with copper. The
ship was launched in November 1853 and was used as
a troop ship in the Crimean War.

Richard Green, of Green’s Boatyard, claimed the
anchor and the wreckage as his, since his father had
purchased the salvage rights fifty years earlier. All
wreckage found was then taken to Green’s Boatyard in
Milson’s Point. Green recalled that “we did all right
out of the wreck: some of the bolts were 12 feet long
and pure copper, there were copper fastenings all
through and we got valuable oak and teak from the
hull.” Many pieces of furniture were made from the
timber recovered as well as other artefacts. John
showed us a cup which was made from metal from the
Dunbar and which is actually owned by a KHS
member.
The recovered anchor is now a fixture above the cliffs
at South Head, the ship’s slightly water-stained Bible
is at St Stephen’s, Camperdown, and its bell is in St
John’s, Darlinghurst. A significant collection of
Dunbar relics is held by the Australian National
Maritime Museum, and the Australasian Pioneers’
Club owns a large table made of oak salvaged from the
ship.

The crew member who survived was James Johnson.
He was carried ashore on a wave and landed on a rock
ledge. He remained there for 48 hours until an
apprentice jeweller came down on a rope over the cliff
and found James. A cheer was raised for this
courageous fellow and £10 was collected for him. He
later became the Harbour Master at Newcastle.
Following the inquest a mass funeral was held. Shops
and offices closed, flags were at half mast, church bells
tolled and an estimated twenty thousand people lined
the streets of Sydney until the procession reached St
Stephen’s Church in Camperdown. Known victims
were buried in marked graves while unidentified
remains were interred in a common tomb, paid for by
the Government.
The mass funeral did not end Sydney’s melancholy
obsession about the Dunbar. Books were written,
paintings drawn and it was decided to build a new
lighthouse giving better lighting of the entrance to the
harbour. Thus, the Hornby Lighthouse, with its
distinctive vertical red and white stripes, was built on
the tip of South Head to mark clearly the harbour
entrance.
Fifty years later divers discovered the Dunbar’s anchor.

Our thanks to John Lanser, a great great great grandson
of the Greens, for this insight into one of Sydney’s
greatest disasters and its effect on the young colony.
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DIARY DATES
OCTOBER
Saturday 5 11:00am Family History Workshop
Mapping multiple ancestral lines on one
A4 page
Presenter: Fran Everingham
Saturday 5 2:00pm Family History Meeting
Buried on the plains of Nebraska
Presenter: Peter Stehn
Friday 11
Research Centre closed due to conference
Saturday 12 Research Centre closed due to conference
Monday 14 German SIG meeting
Saturday 19 2:00pm Annual General Meeting, followed
by: Growing up in Gordon in the 1950s
Presenter: Warren Dent
Monday 28 Exploring Ku-ring-gai Mystery Tour
NOVEMBER
Saturday 2 11:00am Family History Workshop
Topic: Other Societies’ Journals in our
Library
Presenter: Jean Smith
Saturday 2 2:00pm Family History Meeting
Forum: How I became interested in family
history
Leader: Jean Smith
Thursday 7 Tour 5: NSW State Archives
Saturday 16 2:00pm General Meeting
Songs and Yarns from the City and
Bush
Presenter: Warren Fahey

How to book a tour
On the 3rd Saturday of each month (except December),
which are KHS General Meeting days, the Tour Booking
Table will be open between 10 am and 1:30 pm for
bookings and receipt of tour booking funds. Payment on
the day is by cash (preferred) or cheque. If you cannot
attend at this time please contact Yvette after the
weekend of the booking at yreeve@optusnet.com.au or
by phone 0414 249 737 to check for vacancies. If there is
a vacancy, payment can be made via EFT, details: BSB
032-083 KHS Account No. 248971 indicating your name
and tour number. You will be sent an important Tour
Information Sheet which will become your receipt and
provide tour pick up details, i.e., time and place. For most
tours Yvette will keep an Expression of Interest list in
case of future vacancies.

WHO WAS THIS
KU-RING-GAI
RESIDENT?
OCTOBER 2019

ADMINISTRATION
President
Jenny Joyce
9440 2131
Vice President
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Treasurer
Annet Latham
9440 3998
Secretary
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Immediate Past President
Graham Lewis
9416 5818
Committee
Richard Facer
9988 0823
Marilyn van Eerde 0418269126
Family History
Lorraine Henshaw
Group Committee (Leader)
0418221354
Jenny Joyce
(ex Officio)
9440 2131
Yvette Reeve
9987 0904
Jean Smith
9498 4468
Elaine Turnidge
9899 2635
Appointees
Accessions
Jennifer Wallin
9983 1871
Book Sales
Margaret Holland
9488 5452
Catering
Vicki Williams
9415 8833
Computer Systems Peter Stehn
9489 9488
Curators
Ann Barry
9144 6480
Jennifer Harvey
9489 6390
Built Heritage Group Jennifer Harvey 9489 6390
Historian Editor
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Indexing
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Newsletter Editor Warren Dent editor@khs.org.au
Media Liaison David & Jan Hellstrom 9416 6039
Public Officer
Helen Whitsed
9416 5825
Research Team Leader Joan Stebbing 9489 6476
Tour Contact
Yvette Reeve
0414249737
Speakers Programme Beverley Dunstan 9419 8526
Volunteers Coordinator Geoff Little
9449 3131
Webmaster
Andy Joyce
9440 2131
Welfare Officer
Jill Nicholson
9144 6948

Research Centre Hours
The Society’s Research Centre is at 799 Pacific
Highway, Gordon, adjacent to the Ku-ring-gai
Library. The Centre is open to the public from 10.00
am to 2.00 pm on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday (except the first Saturday of each month
when members have a Family History meeting).
© Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors. The
content may be reproduced as sourced from this
newsletter with acknowledgment to named authors.
Newsletter Deadline
Please send email copy for publication to
editor@khs.org.au as early as possible, but no later
than 13th of each month. Items will only be accepted
from members of KHS. Copy is accepted on the basis
that Ku-ring-gai Historical Society has editing rights
and that readers can reproduce it in whole or in part
with acknowledgment. If possible, material should be
in electronic form, with as little formatting as possible,
e.g. no bullets, coloured type, indenting or styles.
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